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THIS MONTH IN VERVE

• Sports day

• Peace day

• UAE Flag day

• UAE National day

• Best out of waste

• Scienmatics Exhibition 

• Father’s day



Dear Parents,
Radiant school Sharjah emphasizes on all round development of extra-
curricular activities that inculcate team spirit, exploration and 
development of each students potential and confidence.
I commend the entire staff of our school for their determination and 
being the architects of our success. I also appreciate the parents of our 
children for their warm and positive involvement. We accentuate the 
academic, cultural, sporting and spiritual dimensions in the course of 
our pupil’s time with us. Our moderate school fees are the further  
attraction to our prospective parents, who being to our school a richness 
in background and culture.
Thanks and regards
Mrs Alka Suxena
Principal
Radiant school, Sharjah

From Our Principal Desk :



Dear Parent,

Albert Einstein said, “Education is not about learning of facts but training young minds to 
think.” We  at Radiant School , works towards holistic development of our students by providing 
them the tools and experiences that encourage our students to think. The aim is to create 
empowered minds so that students are able to decide what is good for them, differentiate between 
right and wrong, choose opportunities that help build them up and enable them to live in harmony 
with all existence. As the new Vice Principal, I am delighted that the school’s values align with my 
own personal values, including the importance of trust, respect, innovation and a sense of 
community.
We as a team of dedicated staff and teachers committed for the welfare and progress of the 
children. We believe children need to understand the importance of emotional balance and critical 
thinking! We believe in empowering our children in such a manner that they act as representatives 
of a meaningful and value-based society!
Lets imbibe the love of nation, respect for fellow beings, treating all with equality. 
Lets  guide and realize the young ones forward, our responsibilities are nurturing their curiosity, 
igniting their minds to pierce the skies, helping them to discover the world of books and richness of 
experience, ponder on the “mystery of birds in the sky, the bees in the sun, the flowers on a green 
hill”, and master the magic of technology.

Fathima Ahmed,
Vice Principal,
Radiant School/

FROM OUR VICE-PRINCIPAL DESK



INTRODUCTION:

Sports can also help children to develop their social skills and help to set them up for positive relationship building for life. Through an event 

like a sports day children get the chance to show leadership, teamwork and communication skills, as they interact with new people and face new 

challenges. Participation in sports can have a positive impact on a child's self-esteem and overall confidence levels.

PROCEDURE :

On 2-11-2023 Thursday our school celebrated Annual Sports Day with great enthusiasm. The program started with a special Assembly and 

prayer at 12:00 am.

All the students and teachers were very energetic that day; enthusiasm could be easily seen in their eyes. Our principal ma’am Mrs Alka Suxena

inaugurated the program by lightening the lamp and also gave a motivational speech, in which ma’am advised everyone to participate in the field of 

sports and told many benefits of doing sports.

On this day students participated in the games according to their House wise (Red, Blue, Green, Yellow). Various sports 

programs were organized by the School Sports Department All the games were organized in our school playground. The first running race was held in 

which both students and teachers participated. After this One leg race, straw and stick race, and lemon and spoon etc.

CONCLUSION

The students actively participated in the activities, and they were very happy. It gave the students an opportunity to learn more about Sports. Our school 

supervisor Ms.Revathi mam provided proper feedback and motivation for the students to encourage them.

SPORTS DAY





PEACE DAY

OBJECTIVE

 Peace Day provides a globally shared date for all 

humanity to commit to Peace above all differences 

and to contribute to building a Culture of Peace.

PROCEDURE

 Radiant school conduct Peace day activity during zero 

period. The International Day of Peace is recognised

to educate students about the importance of peaceful 

coexistence and conflict prevention. The day was founded 

with a strong aim to create a non-violent and harmonious 

world.

CONCLUSION

All students in Grade 2 to 4 actively participated in this activity. 

They make poster nicely with enthusiasm. While attending these 

activity children get more knowledge about Peace day.







UAE FLAG DAY

The UAE celebrates Flag Day on November 3rd, making it a key date in the 

calendar. This annual celebration, which symbolizes unity, pride and nationalism, is 

of great importance to the country.

Today’s assembly was conducted by grade 3C students. Students are actively participated in

each event. They are performed very well. The co-operation shown by the children to conduct

a good assembly is worthy of pride. There are special activities about UAE flag Day in today’s

assembly, it was as usual assembly. Assembly was held by boy’s playground and timing at

7.30am to 8.00am. Our principal, vice principal, primary section supervisor and all grade 2

to 4 teachers are attended the assembly. The activities performed by grade 3C students &

Grade 2 to 4 students also.





UAE National 
day

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of this project was to engage students in a creative activity that promotes teamwork,

artistic expression, and a deeper understanding of national symbols. Students were tasked with designing and

constructing a national day flag using vegetables, fruits, and paint, fostering a hands-on learning experience.

PROCEDURE:

At the beginning of the activity, students were introduced to the concept of national flags. They

researched the colors and symbols of their UAE country's flag to ensure accurate representation.

Students arranged the cut vegetables and fruits on the large sheets of paper or fabric, adhering to their

planned designs. Paint was used to fill in areas not covered by produce and to enhance specific details of the flag.

Using the chosen national flag colors, students applied paint to the flag to create a cohesive and visually appealing

design. Some students opted to incorporate additional craft supplies, such as glitter or markers, to add extra details

and creativity.





OBJECTIVE:

 To understand the environmental impact of waste.

 To raise awareness among children to reduces the amount of waste that will need to be recycled.

 To indulge the students into an extracurricular activity with waste material.

PROCEDURE:

The teacher explained and showed the videos the process of converting waste materials and objects. Best

out of waste initiatives present an innovative and sustainable approach to address this issue by turning trash

into useful and appealing products.

OUTCOMES:

Observation skills, time management skill and thinking skill

CONCLUSION: 

Students understood that how to use waste products in best possible ways and this activity will motivate the 

student’s interest. 

Best out of waste





OBJECTIVES

 Students will able to promote interest in science and technology.

 Students will be able to increase the knowledge in Mathematics and reasoning.

 It will help the children to improve their innovative and creative ideas.

INTRODUCTION:

Science exhibitions play an important role in encouraging students to be inquisitive and

think analytically. Exhibitions are a great opportunity for exhibitors to connect with

prospects through face-to-face communication and engagement, rather than through cold

calls or emails. As an exhibitor, you can interact with attendees to inform them of your

company, its offers and its value in a more relaxed and personal atmosphere.

PROCEDURE

To understanding the creativity skill of students Science and Math’s departments was 

together conducted SCIENMATICS EXHIBITION 2023 on 5th Dec 2023. On the 

exhibition day students exhibit different innovative works like Still models, Puzzles, 

working models, Charts etc.

Scienmatics
exhibition





INTRODUCTION ABOUT FATHERS DAY:

Father's Day is celebrated to honor the importance that a father plays in the family

as a protector. This day is dedicated to all the fathers who stand as a pillar

for their family members. Father's Day is a day to show our love and gratitude to

our fathers and make them feel special.

ACTIVITY:

Students had make a poster about Father’s day

PROCEDURE:

Teacher explained the importance of father’s day for the students. Teacher showed more posters and

videos for the students. The purpose of the poster is to attract participants, convey essential event

information, and generate excitement and interest in the Father’s Day.

Father’s day






